I. INTRODUCTION
The recently completed 25-inch hydrogen bubble chamber combines excellent picture quality with a fast operating cycle. The chamber has a unique optical system and is designed to take several pictures each Bevatron pulse, in conjunction with the Bevatron rapid beam ejection system. At present the chamber operates twice per Bevatron pulse. The general features of the chamber construction are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The chamber is ten inches deep at the narrowest point. The magnet is of conventional water cooled design and in present operation produces a vertical field of 18.5 kgauss. With suitable generators it has produced a field of 22.8 kgauss. The most important new features are discussed below:
A. Expansion System
Unique to this chamber is a movable top window which serves as the piston for the liquid expansion system and as an optical condenser lens. The system operates through a pressure multiplier driven by helium gas. The pressure This paper is based on Report No. UCRL-11384.
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Deceased. multiplier incorporates a gas spring which serves the following PUIP9 s es:
1.
To absorb the impact on expansion.
2.
To provide adjustment for control of the expansion pressure.
3.
To store much of the expansi.on energy ("'SO%). This feature is of importance for rapid cycling of the chamber.
B. O;ptical SystT
he optical system is shown in Fig. 3 . The principal features are axial placement of the light source, the aspheric condenser and a generous stereo base (one half" of the object distance). The aspheric condenser lens .system is believed to be several times more efficient than any installed in earlier bubble chambers of this size. A scattering angle of 12 0 gives good uniformity of illumination in depth so that individual light sources for each stereo view are unriecessa~.
The design of the camera was largely determined by the requirements of rapid pulsing. The camera utilizes a system of differential film drive capstans were developed to clamp the film during exposure. The camera provides reference 'marks for theFlying Spot Digitizer and takes three stereo views on one 46 rom unperforated film.
c. Performance
The chamber: has been operated filled with both hydrogen and deuterium.
The Bevatron at present can produce ·two rapid beam ejections per pulse, and of the 700,000 pictures taken to date in hydrogen, 265)000 have been taken in this double pulse mode. ·Limitations on double pulsing are imposed at~ present only by the requirement of coopatibility when several experiments are simultaneously in operation at the Bevatron. At present the two pulses are separated by 275 msec. The picture~Qality is comparable on each of the two independently-controlled expansions. The 25-inchbubble chamber and magnet.
Detail of the 25-inch b~bble chamber.
Optical system of the 25-inch bubble chamber.
First pulse 25-inch bubble chamber photograph.
Second pulse 25-inch bubble chamber photograph. 
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